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SML-110 Switch Lock and PN-150SSR Solid-State Relay 
 

Vital relays have been a mainstay for switch 

machine control in the field.  While they have 

established an enviable history of reliable 

performance, vital relays require periodic 

maintenance for this degree of reliability to be 

achieved.  Hitachi Rail STS has developed a cost-

effective yet equally reliable alternative:  The SML-

110 High Voltage Solid State Switch Machine Lock 

and associated PN-150SSR relay.  The SML unit 

can operate two high voltage switch machines at 

the same time.  The PN-150SSR replaces old-style 

magnetic blow-relays.  This new solid-state device 

is housed in the familiar PN-style case for easy 

installation in existing relay racks. 

 

General Description 

The SML-110 Switch Machine Lock is a vital 
conditional power supply that provides power to a 
switch machine.  It delivers a nominal 120 Vdc output 
with a limited current of 23 amps from an ac or dc 
source when activated by a nominal 12 Vdc input.  
This output is sufficient to simultaneously drive two 
switch machines.  To deliver an output voltage, the 
SML-110 requires the presence of two out of three 
inputs:  Switch machine lock and either the normal or 
the reverse position request.  These inputs can be 
relay contact closures or outputs from an interlocking 
processor such as our MicroLok

®
 II system.  The 

output voltage of the SML -110 is fed as an input to 
the PN-150SSR Solid State Relay. 

The PN-150SSR Relay routes the correct polarity 
voltage that is required to operate the switch machine 
to either the normal or the reverse position.  In addition 
to the voltage from the SML-110, PN-150SSR accepts 
a second input, which is either the normal or the 
reverse switch request.  The input can originate from 
relay contacts or a vital interlocking processor such as 
MicroLok II. 

 

Product Description 

SML-110 Module 

The SML-110 is contained in an assembled sheet 
metal housing designed for mounting on standard 
equipment rack relay mounting bars.  Typically, the 
unit is mounted with a combination rack mounting  

 

 

plate/AAR terminal board that provides AAR terminals 
for external wiring.  A 12-pin male connector on the 
rear of the unit permits plug connection of the SML 
unit to the rack mounting plate.  Major subassemblies 
inside the SML-110 are mounted on a chassis shelf or 
are attached to the underside of the aluminum heat 
sink.  Components are readily accessed by removing 
a 1-piece, wrap-around shell on the housing.  A single 
LED on the front panel of the unit indicates the 
presence of output power to drive the switch machine. 

 

PN-150SSR Relay 

In the typical SML-110/PN-150SSR installation, the 
SML-110 Switch Machine Lock unit serves as a vital 
conditional power supply that provides power to a high 
voltage switch machine.  The output voltage SML-110 
is fed as an input to the PN-150SSR Solid State Relay 
Package. 

This new relay consists of two triacs (dual solid-state 
relays) housed in a PN-150 relay case.  These triacs 
route the correct polarity voltage required to operate 
the switch machine to either the normal or the reverse 
position.  Each of the solid-state relays provide the 
equivalent of two Form A (normally open) contacts.  
Functionally, the solid state relay modules consist of 
two independent SCRs that are optically isolated from 
the control.  One of the solid state relay modules is 
used to make motor connections to drive the machine 
to the normal position and the other relay module is 
used to make motor connections to drive the machine 
to the reverse position.  Two LEDs indicate which relay 
is energized, normal or reverse. 
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SML-110 Switch Lock and 

PN-150SSR Solid-State Relay 

SML-110/PN-150SSR Circuit Application 
 

 
 

Advantages 

 Reduced cost when compared to equivalent vital 
relay control. 

 Compatible with existing relay rack mounting. 

 Eliminates various switch machine electro-mech. 
relays 

 Can simultaneously operate two high voltage 
switch machines 

 Interfaces to MicroLok II or non-Hitachi Rail STS 
USA interlocking controllers 

 Built-in overload and short circuit protection in SML 
unit. 

 PN-150 style relay for fast installation 

 Relay’s LEDs indicate energy state 
 

Application 

The SML-110 Switch Machine Lock and the PN-
150SSR Solid State Relay replace the vital relays 
normally used to control switch machines.  They can 
be installed at microprocessor-based or conventional 
vital relay interlockings.  The SML -110 unit can 
sustain a short circuit on its output terminals without 
suffering any damage.  Overload protection is 
provided with a built-in timer.  The timer will shut off 
the SML-110 output after 18 seconds if switch 
correspondence is not achieved.  Correspondence 
normally occurs well before 18 seconds, and, that 
time, the switch machine contacts interrupt the motor 
current. 

If preferred, traditional overload protection methods 
can also be used.  A processor based interlocking 
controller can be programmed to shut off the SML-110 
after a predetermined time.  For a relay-based 
interlocking applications, an overload relay can be 
used. 

A single switch requires one SML-110 unit and one 
PN-150SSR Solid State Relay.  In the case of a 
double crossover, the same SML-110 unit can be 
used for all machines at the location.  One PN-
150SSR relay is required for each switch. 

Designed and manufactured for mounting in a 
standard relay rack, the SML-110 Switch Lock 
occupies three PN-150B relay spaces and nests with 
other relays. 

The PN-150SSR is only used with the SML-110 unit.  
This relay requires two basic inputs, including the 
voltage from the SML-110 and a second input, which 
is either the normal or the reverse switch request.  The 
input can originate from relay contacts or a vital 
interlocking processor such as MicroLok II. 

 

Specifications 

SML-110 

Input Voltage: 90 to 130 Vac; 90 to 140 
Vdc. 

Output Voltage: 125 Vdc (current limit to 
23A). 

Input-to-Output Isol.: 2000 Vrms 
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SML-110 Unit Design 

 
 

Specifications (cont’d) 

Short Circuit Protection: Built-in; set to 23A 

Wiring - SML to Switch: 500 ft. (max.), 1000 ft. #6 wire @ 
1.0 ohms /1000 ft., producing 24V 
drop @ 15A 

110V Wiring: #12 TC blue or equiv. 

Internal Shut-Off Timer: 14 to 20 sec. 

Operating Temp.: -40°C to +70°C (-40°F to +158°F) 

 

PN-150SSR 

Input Control Voltage: 9.8 Vdc to 16.2 Vdc 

Output Voltage/Current: 24A @120 Vdc 

SCR Rating: 480V, 40A 

Operating Temperature: -40°C to +70°C (-40°F to +158°F) 

Ordering Information 

 Refer to tabulation for SML-110 ordering 
information. 

 Request Service Manual SM-6810B for 
SML-110 and PN-150SSR components. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MicroLok
®
 is a registered trademark of Hitachi Rail STS USA, Inc. 

Order No. SML-110 and PN-150SSR Units

N47302301 SML-110 Switch Lock with Rack Mounting Base

N47302302 SML-110 Switch Lock Module Only

N47302303 SML-110 Switch Lock Mounting Base Only

N40103601 PN-150SSR Solid-State Relay
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